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2. Glossary of Terms 

ADSL 
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line. A technology for providing fast 

data services using copper wire 

ATEX Atmospheres Explosibles 

CATM CATM is Category M1 cellular connectivity technology 

CSD Circuit Switched Data 

GasCore 
Web-based data collection and management solution providing tools 

analytics and pressure management 

GSM Global System for Mobile communication 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISDN 

Integrated Services Digital Network. A circuit-switched network that 

provides both voice and data services. It is generally used when 

(A)DSL capability is not available. Data transmission speeds top out 

at 128kbits/s 

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network 

NBIOT Narrow Band-Internet of Things 

SOGEA 
Single Order Generic Ethernet Access – Broadband connectivity 

without the need for a voice circuit 

VEAT Voluntary Ex-Ante Transparency 

WWU Wales and West Utilities 

 

  



3. Introduction 

This document provides a breakdown of the deliverables for which Wales & West Utilities 

(WWU) seeks additional allowances via the August/September 2023 Non-operational IT 

re-opener mechanism. All costs within this document are in 2018/19 prices to align to the 

GD2 Business Plan and Ofgem Determination. 

  

Included in this re-opener application are costs for projects that we have either already 

undertaken or are committed to undertake to deliver Fixed Line and Mobile network 

changes necessary to enable us to respond to the National Telecoms industry-led change 

programmes: 

• PSTN Switch-Off - migrating legacy copper line-based telephony services to 

Internet Protocol (IP)-based services. 

• Upgrade of modem infrastructure to 4G/5G by our gas control system network 

provider. 

 

The structure of this document follows the guidance provided by Ofgem in its ‘Re-opener 

Guidance and Application Requirements Document v3 and Appendix 2 (Non-operational IT 

(IT) Capex Re-opener Application Guidance), publication date 17 February 2023, effective 

from 1 April 2023.  

 

 

4. Core Narrative 

The projects included in this re-opener application for additional allowances are works 

requiring funding to resolve genuine business impacts that were not fully foreseeable at 

the time of the RIIO-GD2 business plan submissions due to announcements by our 

suppliers during GD2 and need to be resolved to ensure we are able to continue to meet 

stakeholder expectations. These works are needed to change and upgrade the WWU 

network in areas impacted by National Communications Industry Changes. The key 

deliverable from these projects is the continued safe operational capability of our Gas 

Pressure Management systems and essential services. There will be no change to current 

processes therefore no application is made for increased costs to implement or remedy 

processes or ongoing cost impacts. 

 

 

PSTN Upgrades - migrating legacy copper line-based telephony services to IP-

based services 

Our current communications network uses technologies that are connected to the Public 

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) operated by Openreach. This network provides the 

infrastructure to relay information about pressure within the gas network which is 

subsequently used to manage network pressure safely. The current approach is suited to 

the PSTN technology since it has low bandwidth requirements (i.e., it does not need to 

continuously transmit large volumes of data) and the equipment has low power 

requirements. It is powered over the line from the local telephone exchange, negating the 

need for the installation of a separate supporting electricity supply, and was therefore an 

efficient solution at time of installation and in operation through to PSTN Switch-off.  

 
Due to the national rollout of fibre-based broadband, BT Openreach will no longer need to 

maintain both the PSTN and fibre-broadband networks in the medium term. PSTN-related 

services based on legacy copper line technologies will be decommissioned and withdrawn. 

When the legacy copper-line services are turned off alternative communications equipment 

and associated power supplies need to be put in place to fulfil licence obligations to meet 

pipeline system security standards and to maintain the safety of the gas network by 

reporting pressures remotely and providing periodic meter readings.  

 

Funding for changes needed to address the national PSTN Switch-Off was sought in our 

GD2 Business plan, the Final Determination for which set the allowance for PSTN funding 



below the request. The Ofgem determination for PSTN project work in GD2 was £4.45m. 

Our GD2 Business Plan submitted for GD2 allowances requested £5.94m for PSTN project 

work in 2018/19 prices. Now that detailed analysis has been conducted, project 

uncertainty has been reduced and additional impacts identified. Therefore this re-opener 

application seeks additional funding to address the impacts of the national PSTN Switch-

Off that are in addition to the allowance awarded in the OFGEM GD2 Final Determination 

for funding PSTN replacement costs.  

 

 

Upgrade of modem infrastructure to 4G/5G 

To deliver gas safely and reliably to consumers’ homes and businesses we maintain 

pressure ranges to ensure gas appliances can operate efficiently, without interruption and 

in a safe manner. We control pressures on a minute-by-minute basis to ensure there is 

sufficient pressure in the network to meet consumer demand, but not excessive pressure 

resulting in methane emissions. Data to and from District Governors, Loggers, and 

Extremity Low Point loggers is currently communicated through the GSM CSD network. In 

May 2023 Technolog (our provider of system controls), announced their intention to move 

away from GSM CSD communication by upgrading their GSM CSD-compatible modems to 

4G/5G Narrow Band-Internet of Things (NBIOT)/CATM-only compatible modems at the 

end of 2024. Investment funding is needed for the installation of 4G/5G NBIOT/CATM only 

compatible modems before the end of 2024.  

 

Because Technolog announced their decision to upgrade their modem infrastructure and 

discontinue their existing technology in May 2023, after we had submitted our business 

plan and after allowances were set for GD2, we were unable to include a request for 

funding for this project as part of that Business Plan. The funding of this mandatory work, 

necessary to keep the network running efficiently and effectively, is therefore in addition 

to the GD2 Final Determination allowance from Ofgem. 

 

Projects to address the impacts 

The remainder of this document covers the Needs Case, Optioneering and Costs for the 

projects in each of these categories.  

 
Table 4.1 – Category 3 Projects 

National Telecoms 

Change 

Project to address Strategic Area Re-opener Ref 

PSTN Switch-Off PRJ0770 - PSTN 

GasCore Upgrade 

Gas Control Systems 

connecting via PSTN 

fixed lines 

TEL01 

PSTN Switch-Off PRJ846 – PSTN Non-

GasCore Sites 

Other Operational sites 

and depots connecting 

via PSTN fixed lines 

TEL02 

Modem Network 

Upgrade 

PRJ952 - Pressure 

Monitoring and 

Control Equipment 

Upgrades 

Gas Pressure Governors 

and data loggers 

connecting via mobile 

communications 

TEL03 

 

A summary of allowance sought is shown in table 4.2 (in 2018/19 prices). 

 
Table 4.2 - Category 3 Allowances Sought 

Category 3: Implications of National Communications Industry Changes  

  21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 ALL 

Sum Value for re-

opener 

   0.3 1.3  0.2 1.8 

  



5. Needs Case 

 

5.1 Alignment with overall business strategy and commitments 

 

In Section D Chapter 14 of our GD2 business plan submission we shared the aims of our 

Environmental Action Plan (EAP) to reduce shrinkage by 10% by 2026. 

 

In Section E Chapter 16 of our GD2 business plan submission we shared our ongoing aims 

to manage and maintain network pressures within target ranges to deliver environmental 

and safety benefits as lower pressure means fewer leaks.  

 

Delivering these commitments are fully dependent on us maintaining our pressure control 

systems, for which data network connectivity is essential. 

 

 

PSTN Upgrades - Openreach have a programme of activity in place to turn off all 

Wholesale Line Rental (WLR) services by 2025. The existing legacy copper line network 

provides data connectivity to remote sites and electricity to power telecommunications 

equipment. We have identified alternative telecommunication technology to copper-line 

services along with a suitable source of power to run this alternative equipment and we 

are part-way through a major multi-year programme to remove reliance on legacy copper 

lines. 

 

Upgrade of modem infrastructure - Our network provider for gas system controls and 

monitoring, Technolog, announced the intention to move away from GSM CSD 

communication by upgrading to ‘4G/5G NBIOT /CATM only’ compatible modems at the end 

of 2024, post the setting of allowances for GD2, and with no sufficient advanced notice to 

enable this additional cost to be included in our GD2 Business Plan. Our Gas pressure 

control systems incorporate equipment that utilise GSM CSD as their communication 

solution. The existing WWU-owned <7bar pressure management and monitoring 

equipment currently communicates with this GSM CSD modem infrastructure, without 

investing in changes to work with the upgraded communications network we will not 

receive pressure data from these devices and would therefore be unable to manage the 

gas network effectively and would have to set network pressures permanently higher than 

would otherwise be necessary.  

 

5.2 Demonstration of needs case/problem statement 

We need to continue and expand our investment in replacement technologies driven by 

the Openreach copper line switch off, and invest to remove reliance on GSM CSD 

communication protocols that will also be switched off to: 

• Continue to operate the gas network safely for both the general public and our staff 

in compliance with Standard Special Condition A9 (Pipeline system security 

standards) and our Safety Case. 

• Minimise the adverse environmental impact of gas lost through leaks (shrinkage), 

along with associated financial penalties. 

• Prevent an increase in operational costs arising from more frequent site visits and 

manual pressure management activities. 

  



National Telecoms Industry Changes 

We are investing in the following three change programmes in response to Fixed Line and 

Mobile network changes driven by the Telecoms industry, addressing the PSTN Upgrade 

Project migrating legacy copper-line based telephony services to IP based services, and the 

upgrade of modem infrastructure to 4G/5G by our gas control system network provider.  

 

TEL01 - PSTN GasCore Upgrade Project: 

Need: The allowance for PSTN-related changes requested in our GD2 business plan was 

based on an estimate built during GD1. Once project funding was made available in GD2 

uncertainty was reduced by conducting detailed project analysis. Following this analysis the 

number of impacted sites identified has increased from 1513 to 1664 (a 10% increase) since 

the GD1 estimate. However, we have contained the total planned cost of the programme at 

the value requested in the GD2 business plan due to project efficiencies. Since the Final 

Determination of GD2 allowance was 25% lower than our submitted business case value this 

re-opener application addresses the shortfall in funding. Expenditure will ensure we are able 

to continue to deliver gas safely, reliably and with minimal impact on the environment. 

Consumers and Assets: Our gas supply network operates 365 days a year, 24 hours a day 

to deliver gas safely and reliably to consumers’ homes and businesses. This requires gas to 

be maintained in certain pressure ranges to ensure gas appliances can operate efficiently, 

without interruption and in a safe manner.  

Risk being addressed: If we do not invest to transfer these sites and systems onto new 

communication and power solutions, we will have to set network pressures permanently 

high. The result of this will be a significant increase to emissions. In GD1 pressure 

management reduced emissions by 1,024,631 tonnes of carbon with an equivalent value of 

£68,650,298 as per BEIS values of carbon. 

Rationale: Additional expenditure will ensure we are able to continue to deliver gas safely, 

reliably and with minimal impact on the environment. 

 

 

TEL02 – PSTN: Non-GasCore Sites 

Need: Since commencing detailed analysis during GD2 we have identified additional sites 

that are not GasCore monitoring sites (e.g., data monitoring sites, pressure control sites, 

and office locations) but will also be impacted by PSTN switch-off so must be migrated to 

new network solutions. A project is needed to implement new communications solutions at 

these sites. 

Consumers and Assets: The project has identified 80 lines that will need to be replaced by 

the end of 2025 due to the national PSTN Switch-off. Many of these sites send monitoring 

data to the Gas Systems control room and a smaller number of sites where the data is 

directly related to gas pressure control. The sites differ in type, there is not a single type of 

hardware or system across all sites as there is with TEL01 so the solutions for these sites 

are diverse. Solutions will be designed on a site-by-site basis. 

Risk being addressed: Without replacing the PSTN lines currently used by these sites 

service provision from all sites would be adversely impacted. Investing in these PSTN line 

upgrades will ensure we are able to continue to deliver gas safely, reliably and with minimal 

impact on the environment.  

Rationale: The replacement solutions for PSTN line Switch-off had not been announced 

during GD1 so the impacts on non-GasCore sites could not identified. During GD2 BT 

Openreach announced the provision of fibre lines where possible as the replacement for 

decommissioned PSTN lines. Detailed analysis during GD2 has determined that new solutions 

need to be designed for sites impacted by this change. For example, sites that currently 

utilise ADSL will be unable to operate their ADSL solutions with the proposed fibre lines so 

the connected products at those will need to be changed. This project will enable us to 

maintain service provision from all impacted sites. This project contributes to all our strategic 

goals as it is essential for the business to operate safely and reliably. 

 

 

 



TEL03 - CSD Upgrade for <7Bar Pressure monitoring and control equipment: 

New project necessary to replace Circuit Switched Data (CSD) modems at our Gas pressure 

controllers and Governors (totalling 431 sites) with an alternative communications solution. 

Need: Our existing CSD Modem provider Technolog announced in May 2023 that this service 

and infrastructure will be retired at the end of 2024. Our gas control system relies upon 

these communications to and from Gas Pressure Governors and data loggers via the GSM 

CSD network to maintain optimum gas pressure in the gas network. 

Consumers and Assets: Investing in new 4/5G Modems will ensure WWU has a future-

proof solution. The expected lifespan of these units is 5-10 years. 

Risk being addressed: In GD1 pressure management reduced emissions by 1,024,631 

tonnes of carbon with an equivalent value of £68,650,298 as per BEIS values of carbon. 

Without investment in the updated communication solution, we will not be able to manage 

the gas network safely and effectively and would have to set network pressures permanently 

high. The result of this will be a significant increase in emissions. 

Rationale: The decision to upgrade this network technology was announced during GD2 and 

therefore not known at the time of the original submission of our GD2 business plan. Without 

investment in these control systems, we will not be able to manage the gas network 

effectively resulting in a significant increase in emissions. 

 

 

6. Options Selection 

 

6.1 Description of options considered and selection process. 

 

National Telecoms Industry Changes  

 

TEL01 - PSTN GasCore Upgrade Project  

Options Considered: 

1. Do nothing was reviewed but ruled out as this would leave us in a position where gas 

pressure cannot be managed and would be permanently kept at high pressures. The 

result of this would be a significant increase in emissions and shrinkage costs. 

Therefore the preferred option is to replace the gas network pressure monitoring 

(governors) with new networked solutions. 

2. The possibility of using gas control systems other than Technolog was considered but 

was discounted for the following reasons:  

I. Technolog currently provide the vast majority of gas controllers to gas 

distributors in the UK and there is currently no alternative supplier providing 

an integrated solution of the required scale.  

II. The Rugged Modem Operation (RMO) and Gas Station (GS4) hardware and 

modems are currently not offered or available from other suppliers.  

III. Replacing the underlying WWU data monitoring network would increase the 

cost of the project significantly. 

3. The possibility of using glass fibre cable to replace the copper wire cables was 

considered but was ruled out for the following reasons:  

I. Technolog does not offer a solution using glass fibre cables.  

II. Glass fibre requires mains power to the modem which we do not have in most 

governor sites.  

III. Glass fibre would require either a copper wire to the nearest cabinet then glass 

fibre back to the exchange or a new end-to-end glass fibre connection which 

is expensive.  

IV. Line rental on glass fibre is more expensive than PSTN and we would not be 

using its full capability as the monitoring solutions (governors) are low 

bandwidth. 

4. The Technolog wireless solution was reviewed and compared with the above options. 

Technolog are the provider for the in-situ pressure monitoring hardware, for which 



the PSTN replacement is an “add-on” thereby reducing change-over costs. It was 

decided not to move away from Technolog hardware as part of the preferred solution 

for this project. 

 

 

Preferred Option - #4:  

The PSTN GasCore Upgrade project is upgrading all dataloggers that rely on PSTN lines as a 

communication and power source. The current control system supplier, Technolog, was 

identified as the supplier of the least cost solution to upgrade our current control systems 

and dataloggers to work without the PSTN.  

 

A new device to provide connectivity following PSTN Switch-off called a “Cello EM” was 

identified and is available as an add-on to existing data loggers to provide mobile network 

connectivity. The Cello EM device is required to maintain communication connectivity to the 

retained existing logger following PSTN switch-off. The Cello EM requires a battery to operate 

in the absence of any other power source, in addition to the logger battery and an airtime 

contract for the SIM. The loggers will perform the pressure monitoring, the Cello EM will 

provide the connectivity that the loggers need to transmit data, the battery is needed to 

provide power where the PSTN line previously provided power to the site. 

 

Due Diligence - The decision to extend our contract with our datalogger supplier, Technolog, 

was based on the following: 

 

Hardware 

1. Our pressure management control system is supplied by Technolog, a unique 

monopoly supplier across all GDNs going back over a decade and based on a 

proprietary protocol developed by the gas industry. 

2. Open system alternatives (for profiling & control) do not exist. Previous calls to 

market did not conclude in sourcing any working alternative.  

3. The Cost of change to replace the pressure management control system in its 

entirety, if possible, would be in the order of > £20M.  

 

Communication 

Our contracted supplier for Mobile Data SIMs is BT/EE, however Technolog use Vodafone for 

gas control networks and their proposed solution is to offer a SIM which roams beyond a 

single network provider. Technolog’s provision for Mobile Data includes roaming agreements 

with other networks in addition to their core Vodafone agreement so if the Vodafone network 

is not available in a location in which we install the new technology the Vodafone SIM can 

connect to a different mobile network operator to ensure continued connectivity. The 

Technolog solution will not work with BT/EE because BT/EE do not have NBIOT capability 

available. BT/EE has not yet indicated when this will be available. A prior tender event was 

run that included BT/EE; BT/EE ruled themselves out due to the timing of the availability of 

their technical solution. 

 

A VEAT notice was issued for the project for the purchase of the communications 

(SIMs/Airtime/Support) and published for two weeks. No challenge was received on the 

communications, and no better alternative solution was found, so a contract was put in place 

with Technolog covering the communications aspects of the solution.  

 

 

TEL02 – PSTN Non GasCore Sites 

Options Considered: 

1. Do nothing was reviewed but ruled out as this would leave us in a position where 

remote sites and operational depots would lose vital communications, and in the case 

of some sites gas distribution metrics and/or alarms could not be reported to our 

System Control room. Therefore, the preferred option is to replace the PSTN lines 

with new networked solutions on a site-by-site basis. 



2. Provide replacement solutions for the impacted sites by reviewing the needs of each 

site and designing new solutions to work with the telecoms technology available at 

each location. 

 

Preferred Option - #2:  

The project has identified 80 lines that will need to be replaced by the end of 2025. Many of 

these sites send data to the control room where the data is not directly related to the gas 

pressure control system and a smaller number of sites where the data is directly related to 

gas pressure control. The solutions for the non-gas pressure control system sites are more 

diverse, e.g., supporting our Business-Critical Processes, and therefore solutions will be 

designed on a site-by-site basis in line with WWU IT communications strategy. 

Our existing Network/Communications Vendors, GTT and Nasstar, were approached to price 

replacing current PSTN solutions they supply with an alternative. This was undertaken with 

a view to us tendering our entire Network/Comms service in 2025 to align services within a 

single contract and supplier. Both vendors are currently providers under the Network/Comms 

Vendors tender, WAN – MPLS, Broadband and PSTN contracts. GTT and Nasstar were 

approached to provide quotes for replacing their service provision so that it would continue 

to function following the withdrawal of PSTN. For GTT this amounts to 73 lines and Nasstar 

7 lines. WWU’s contracted service partner for network support, CGI, are engaged to provide 

support and guidance.  

 

 

TEL03 - CSD Upgrade for <7Bar Pressure monitoring and control equipment 

Options Considered: 

1. Do nothing was reviewed but ruled out as this would leave WWU in a position where 

gas pressure could not be managed and would be permanently kept at high pressures. 

Not replacing the existing modems to a modern update communication solution and 

instead setting all gas pressure across our below 7 bar pressure network to high 

would result in a significant increase in emissions, increased leaks and increased 

potential for incidents.  

2. The possibility of using gas monitoring and control systems other than Technolog was 

considered but was discounted for the following reasons: Technolog currently provide 

the vast majority of gas controllers to gas distributors in the UK; Cello EM 4G/5G NB-

IoT modems and Gas Station (GS4) hardware are currently not offered or available 

from other suppliers; to replace our underlying gas network would increase the cost 

of the project significantly. The cost of change to replace the pressure management 

control system in its entirety, if possible, would be in the order of > £20M.  

3. The possibility of replacing the existing CSD modems at the profiling extremity sites 

was investigated, however, this would result in non-ATEX certified equipment being 

located within a hazardous area at these sites. There is an entry on our Asset Risk 

Register for extremity site cabinets. This Asset Risk describes a ‘Zone 0’ hazardous 

area being present in the upper compartment of the extremity cabinet, where the 

modem is located.  

4. Upgrade the modem solution across all 431 sites to communications using 4/5G with 

modern devices supplied by Technolog, who are the provider in situ for the control 

systems hardware and are the supplier of gas pressure monitoring and control 

systems in the UK.  

 

Preferred Option - #4: Following a review of the above options the preferred option is 

to commission a new project to complete an upgrade of the CSD modem solution across 

all 431 sites to communications using 4/5G with modern NBIOT/CATM devices before the 

withdrawal of CSD services at the end of 2024. To eliminate the risk of non-ATEX certified 

equipment being located in hazardous areas the GS4 Cello was chosen to be installed, as 

it is an ATEX-certified singular unit with an in-built modem. In addition, the GS4 unit has 



shown to improve the ‘profile’ of a pressure control group on GasCore, reducing ‘Average 

System Pressures and therefore reducing costs associated with Network Shrinkage. This 

has been witnessed and evidenced as a learning point from the ‘PSTN Replacement 

Project’. 

 

 

6.2 Preferred Option Details 

 

National Telecoms Industry Changes  

 

TEL01 - PSTN GasCore Upgrade  

Our gas control system relies on communications to and from Gas Pressure Governors and 

data loggers via the PSTN network to maintain optimum gas pressure in the gas network.  

 

Scope  

Our GasCore technology requires 1,664 lines to be replaced by the end of 2025. These 

comprise 896 PSTN lines servicing District Governors, and 768 to Low Pressure Point sites.  

 

The project is limited to upgrading/installing a new communication method for Gas 

Pressure Control equipment on 1,664 of our sites within the gas network, from 

communicating via PSTN lines to communicating via mobile digital technology.  

Table 6.2.1 – TEL01 Project Phases 

Phase Site classification No of sites Timeframe 

Proof of Concept 1. 5 DG Sites with Gas Governors 

2. 1 Low Pressure Point (LPP) site 

6 sites Starts March 2022 
Ends April 2022 

Phase 2 – 

Remaining Gas 
Control site 

1. 891 DG Sites with Gas Governors  

2. 767 LPP Sites  

 

1,658 sites Starts July 2022 

Ends March 2025 

 

A POC was run to trial the installation and operation of the digital solution to replace the 

current PSTN solution. It was carried out on 6 sites, two in Swansea and four in Bristol. 

The lessons learned from the POC were used to ensure the success of the roll out to the 

remaining 1,658 GasCore sites.  

 

Project Approach 

Delivery Resource 

1. A WWU Project Manager is managing the project delivery and schedule. 

2. The Site surveys and installations are being carried out by WWU resources.  

Delivery Approach 

1. The schedule for rolling out the upgrades/installations to our sites is planned between 

2022 and 2025.  

2. The plan is driven by several criteria including: WWU Area, Critical Network Priority by 

Area; the BT Openreach schedule for ‘No Sell’ of PSTN; Resource availability, 

population density, leakage history, availability of 4G NBIOT (Narrowband Internet of 

Things)/CATM (Category M) – IP and 5G vs WIFI strength. NBIOT is a Low Power Wide-

Area Network (LPWAN) wireless telecommunications technology that provides better 

coverage enabling connectivity to cellular networks even if they are located 

underground, in remote rural locations or if they are located deep inside buildings. 

CATM is a Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) technology allowing direct connection to 4G 

networks.  

Note that 4G NBIOT /CATM–IP communications has been available from June 2022 in 

accordance with the Technolog Technology Roadmap. 4G NBIOT/CATM-IP 



communications will have 2G fallback. 5G NBIOT/CATM–IP communications has been 

available since end of December 2022/January 2023.  

 

The key deliverable from the project is the continued operational capability of our Gas 

Pressure Management system using mobile digital communication instead of PSTN lines. 

This includes all 1,664 GasCore sites. 

 

The ability to exercise Gas Pressure Management will: - 

• Reduce methane emissions from the gas network thereby reducing shrinkage. 

• Enable us to achieve our stakeholder led Ofgem approved targets for emission 

levels. 

• Contribute towards the plan to achieve the UK’s net zero ambitions.  

• Ensure security of supply to consumers by ensuring network pressures remain in 

the operating range required for UK gas appliances to function. 

The project will be deemed successful if our Gas Control system is operating as before 

with the new technology in place and is no longer reliant on PSTN lines. 

 

 

TEL02 - PSTN Non GasCore Sites  

This new project is needed because BT Openreach announced their intention to ‘Stop sell’ 

PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) based on copper phone lines by the end of 

2025. The impacts of these telecoms changes were not fully foreseeable at the time of the 

RIIO-2 business plan submissions because site surveys and detailed analysis was needed 

to identify impacts and the new solutions needed to ensure we are able to continue to 

meet stakeholder expectations. 

 

The scope of this project (PRJ846) addresses the upgrade the PSTN line provision at sites 

not covered by our TEL01 PSTN Project related to the GasCore sites. The remote sites in 

the scope of this project operate services that currently depend on Public Switched 

Telephone Network (PSTN), copper phone lines, and need to move to an alternative 

communications solution to ensure continued operation, given the impending retirement 

of the PSTN network by the end of 2025 by BT Openreach. This investment includes the 

funding needed to purchase and the install the equipment. We will reduce the survey and 

design costs of this project by using intelligence provided by the site surveys conducted 

for the TEL01 PSTN GasCore Project. 

 

This investment includes the funding needed to purchase and the install network 

equipment that will continue to operate with PSTN line replacements, including fibre optic 

lines and mobile data SIMs (with there being limited need to conduct site surveys as this 

project will leverage survey data from our PSTN GasCore Project - TEL01). The project has 

identified 80 lines that will need to be replaced by the end of 2025. Many of these sites 

send data to the control room where the data is not directly related to the gas pressure 

control system and a smaller number of sites where the data is directly related to gas 

pressure control. The solutions for the non-gas pressure control system sites are more 

diverse, e.g., supporting our Business-Critical Processes, and therefore solutions will be 

designed on a site-by-site basis in line with our IT communications strategy. 

 

Our contracted partners for networks and data, GTT and Nasstar, have been engaged to 

upgrade their service provision under existing contracts to ensure continued 

communications following the withdrawal of PSTN. For GTT this amounts to 73 lines and 

Nasstar 7 lines. 

 

Our contracted partner for network support, CGI, is engaged to provide network support 

to the project. 

 



These sites operate services that currently depend on Public Switched Telephone Network 

(PSTN), copper phone lines, and need to move to an alternative communications solution 

to ensure continued operation, given the impending retirement of the PSTN network by 

the end of 2025 by BT Openreach. The key deliverable from the project is the continued 

operational capability of our network operations, including response to Public Reported 

Escapes (PRE). 
 

Table 6.2.2 lists the Nasstar supplied sites and the proposed solution for each. 

Table 6.2.2 – TEL02 Project Sites  

Location Existing Circuit Proposed 

Solution 

Bristol PSTN (Copper) with ADSL SOGEA 

Treforest ADSL SOGEA 

Treforest PSTN (Copper) with ISDN SOGEA 

Gloucester PSTN (Copper) with ADSL SOGEA 

Colwyn Bay PSTN (Copper) with ADSL SOGEA 

Coxside, Plymouth PSTN (Copper) with ADSL SOGEA 

Bridgwater PSTN (Copper) with ADSL SOGEA 

The terms/abbreviations used are expanded in the Glossary (Section 2). 

The GTT supplied sites that require replacement solutions include back-up lines for our 

office locations, lines used for pressure reporting and management at Biomethane sites, 

and lines that serve back-up fax solutions used in the event of main line outage. 

 

The rollout of replacement services is not universal across the region, and upgrades must 

be planned to align with the availability of suitable replacement products and services.  

 

TEL03 - CSD Upgrade for <7Bar Pressure monitoring and control equipment 

We currently have 431 GSM CSD devices in operation, all of which will need to be replaced 

by the end of 2024. These comprise 301 GSM CSD devices servicing District Governors, 

and 130 are Low Pressure Point sites. The required equipment needed for this project is 

already in use at other sites on our <7bar network, so is proven and tested. The equipment 

in scope is supported by our ‘Provision of Software as a Service’ contract agreement with 

Technolog. We must invest to transfer these dataloggers and control systems onto the 

updated communication solution to maintain the Provision of Software as a Service’ 

contract, without which there would be no network connectivity to the 431 devices. 

The schedule for rolling out the upgrades/installations to our sites is being planned 

between 2023 and 2024. The rollout plan will be driven by several criteria including, WWU 

Area, Critical Network Priority by Area: Resource availability, population density, leakage 

history, availability of 4G NBIOT (Narrowband Internet of Things)/CATM (Category M) – IP 

and 5G vs WIFI strength etc. NBIOT is a Low Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN) wireless 

telecommunications technology that provides better coverage enabling connectivity to 

cellular networks even if they are located underground, in remote rural locations or if they 

are located deep inside buildings. CATM is a Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) technology 

allowing direct connection to 4G networks. 4G/5G NBIOT / CATM – IP communications 

airtime will be less expensive than GSM CSD.  



The key deliverable from the project is an operable Gas Pressure Management system 

using mobile digital communication instead of CSD GSM. This includes all 431 GasCore 

sites. The project will be deemed successful if our Gas Control system is operating as 

before with the new technology in place and is no longer reliant on GSM CSD modems. 

 

6.3 Project delivery and monitoring plans 

 

National Telecoms Industry Changes: TEL01 PSTN Upgrade, TEL02 PSTN Non 

GasCore Sites and TEL03 CSD Upgrade for <7Bar Pressure monitoring and 

control equipment 

 

Our projects to respond to mandated National Telecoms Industry Changes are being 

delivered via internal IT and engineering resource. The projects are being tracked and 

governed through our Business Performance Development Committee. Members include 

our CEO, Executive Team and the relevant asset, IT, Finance, and delivery senior 

managers. 

 

At summary level the profile of planned site upgrades across the three projects to respond 

to mandated National Telecoms Industry Changes is shown in table 6.3.1, while the 

milestone schedule is shown in table 6.3.2. 

 
Table 6.3.1 – Planned Site Upgrades 

Number of 
Sites per 
Project 

Apr-22 to 
Mar-23 

Apr-23 to 
Mar-24 

Apr-24 to 
Mar-25 

Apr-25 to 
Mar-26 

Totals 

TEL01 - PSTN 

GasCore 

Upgrade 

6 712 946  1664 

TEL02 – PSTN 
Non-GasCore 
Sites 

 27 53  80 

TEL03 - 

Modem Infra 
Upgrades 

 72 359  431 

 
Table 6.3.2 - TEL01 - PSTN Upgrade Project Schedule 

Milestone Date Who 

Initiate Project Dec 2021 WWU Project team 

Proof of Concept Feb–- Apr 2022 WWU PM / N/W Mgt 
GasCore / E&I 

Present Investment Paper to BPDC Apr 2022 WWU Project team 

Approve Investment Paper Apr 2022 WWU BPDC 

Draft & Negotiate Contracts Jul 2022-Jan 2023 WWU Legal 

Place initial Order with Suppliers 
(subject to contract) 

Jan 2023 WWU PM / N/W Mgt 
GasCore / E&I 

Start Site Surveys Jul 2022 WWU PM / N/W Mgt 
GasCore / E&I 

Begin Roll out to GasCore sites Mar 2023 WWU PM / N/W Mgt 
GasCore / E&I 

End Roll out to GasCore sites Mar 2025 WWU PM / N/W Mgt 
GasCore / E&I 



Milestone Date Who 

Project completion June 2025 WWU PM/ N/W Mgt 
GasCore / E&I 

 

TEL02 - PSTN Non GasCore Sites Project Schedule: 

 

Project start date: October 2023 

Project completion date: March 2025 

The project has identified 80 lines that will need to be replaced by the end of 2025. Many 

of these sites send data to the control room where the data is not directly related to the 

gas pressure control system and a smaller number of sites where the data is directly 

related to gas pressure control. The solutions for the non-gas pressure control system 

sites are more diverse, e.g., supporting our Business-Critical Processes, and therefore 

solutions will be designed on a site-by-site basis from project commencement in October 

2023 through to planned completion in March 2025. 

 

TEL03 - CSD Upgrade Project Schedule: 

  

Project start date: September 2023 

Project completion date: December 2024 

 

This CSD Upgrade Project is planned to begin in September 2023 with the procurement of 

the replacement equipment. Installation of the new hardware and communications is 

estimated to commence from November 2023, completing by December 2024 in line with 

the Technolog modem upgrade. 

 

 

Table 6.3.3 – CSD Upgrade Project Work Breakdown - sites per year:  
Area 2023 2024 Total 

South West North 40 198 238 

South West South 3 15 18 

South Wales 15 69 83 

North Wales 15 77 92 

Grand Total 72 359 431 

  



7. Stakeholder engagement and whole system opportunities  

 

Without pressure management in place the emission levels will not meet our Ofgem targets 

and will fail to meet the requirements of our stakeholders.  

 

Our Emissions commitments and targets are laid out Section D, Chapter 14 of our RIIO-

GD2 Business Plan. These commitments are fully dependent on us maintaining our 

pressure control systems which requires the investment in this document. The material 

impact on sustainability of this project is wholly carbon related. Pressure management 

within the network makes a significant contribution to the reduction of carbon emission 

through leakage. We have an Ofgem commitment to reduce shrinkage by 10% during GD2 

and improved pressure management supports this target. 

 

The design and delivery of these initiatives was determined via recurring engagements 

with Service, Security, and Operations to ensure the design will be secure by design, 

aligned to service requirements. 

 

Table 7.1 - TEL01 - PSTN GasCore Upgrade Project  

 

Output Category Output Measure  Impact of investment 

on outputs 

Stakeholders 

Engaged 

 

Safety 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If Gas pressure 

cannot be managed 

there is an increased 

risk of leaks and 

incidents due to the 

system having to be 

operated at higher 

pressures 

This project will ensure 

that Gas Pressure Control 

management remains 

operable 

GasCore Network 

Manager, Network 

Technicians, Asset 

Officer. PSTN line 

SME 

Environment 

 

If Gas pressure is 

maintained at a 

permanently high 

level, it will not be 

possible to meet 

WWU emission 

targets 

Pressure management 

reduced emissions by 

1,024,631 tonnes of 

carbon with an equivalent 

value of £68,650,298 as 

per BEIS values of carbon.  

GasCore Network 

Manager, Network 

Technicians, Asset 

Officer. PSTN line 

SME 

Financial– 

Shrinkage 

If Gas pressure is 

maintained at a 

permanently high 

level, it will increase 

shrinkage.  

For 2020/21 est. losses 

with profiling: 312GWh = 

382,602tCO2e 

Without profiling: 402GW 

= 493,414tCO2e 

Asset Management 

 

 

 

  



Table 7.2 - TEL02 - PSTN Non GasCore Sites 

 

Output Category Output 

Measure 

Impact of investment 

on outputs 

Stakeholders 

Engaged 

 

Reliability / 

Customer 

Satisfaction  

 

Without replacing 

PSTN WWU will 

find service 

provision from all 

sites adversely 

impacted. 

This project will enable 

WWU to maintain service 

provision from all 

impacted sites. 

IT Projects Board 

IT Service Team 

IT Architecture Team 

 

Table 7.3 - TEL03 - CSD Upgrade for <7Bar Pressure monitoring and control 

equipment 

 

Output Category Output Measure  Impact of investment 

on outputs 

Stakeholders 

Engaged 

 

Safety 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If Gas pressure 

cannot be managed 

there is an increased 

risk of leaks and 

incidents due to the 

system having to be 

operated at higher 

pressures 

This project will ensure 

that Gas Pressure Control 

management remains 

operable 

GasCore Network 

Manager, Network 

Technicians, Asset 

Officer. SME’s 

Environment 

 

If Gas pressure is 

maintained at a 

permanently 

elevated level, it will 

not be possible to 

meet WWU emission 

targets 

Pressure management 

reduced emissions by 

1,024,631 tonnes of 

carbon with an equivalent 

value of £68,650,298 as 

per BEIS values of carbon.  

GasCore Network 

Manager, Network 

Technicians, Asset 

Officer. SME’s 

Financial 

Shrinkage 

If Gas pressure is 

maintained at a 

permanently 

elevated level, it will 

increase shrinkage.  

For 2020/21 est. losses 

with profiling: 312GWh = 

382,602tCO2e 

Without profiling: 402GW 

= 493,414tCO2e 

 

 

  



8. Cost Information 

 

The projects included in this re-opener application for additional allowances are works 

requiring funding to resolve genuine business impacts that were not fully foreseeable at 

the time of the RIIO-GD2 business plan submissions and need to be resolved to ensure 

we are able to continue to meet stakeholder expectations. These works are needed to 

change and upgrade our network in areas impacted by National Communications Industry 

Changes. The values used throughout this section are in 2018/19 prices. 

 
Table 8.1 – Category 3 Allowances Sought 

Category 3: Implications of National Communications Industry Changes  

  21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 ALL 

Sum Value for re-

opener 

0.0 0.0 0.3 1.3  0.2 1.8 

 

 
Table 8.2 – Category 3 Re-opener Request Type 

National 

Telecoms 

Change 

Project to address Request Type 

PSTN Switch-Off TEL01 - PSTN 

GasCore Upgrade 

Continuation Project – allowance given in 

GD2 determination was 25% lower than 

requested and detailed analysis during GD2 

has determined upgrades need increased 

funding. 

PSTN Switch-Off TEL02 – PSTN Non-

GasCore Sites 

New request – not previously included in 

GD2 Business Plan submission. Costs 

identified during GD2 as a result of detailed 

analysis funded during GD2 - additional 

sites that will be impacted by PSTN switch-

off so must be migrated to new network 

solutions within GD2 timeline. 

Modem Network 

Upgrade 

TEL03 - Pressure 

Monitoring and 

Control Equipment 

Upgrades 

New request - not previously included in 

GD2 Business Plan submission. Costs 

identified during GD2 as a result of 

provider decision to change network within 

GD2 timeline. 

 

 

 
Table 8.3 - National Telecoms Industry Changes Spend vs Allowance (2018/19 prices) 
 

Project Name 2021/22 

Actuals 

2022/23 

Actuals  

2023/24 

Forecast 

2024/25 

Forecast 

2025/26  

Forecast 

Outturn 

Forecast  

GD2 FD Variance to GD2 

Allowance 

TEL01 PSTN - GasCore   19,081   794,357   2,757,564   1,687,706   147,085   5,405,794  -4,450,000  955,794  

TEL02 PSTN - Non-GasCore   -     -     84,524   169,246   -     253,770  -0  253,770  

TEL03 CSD Modem Project   -     -     214,694   350,798   -     565,492  -0  565,492  

Totals  19,081   794,357   3,056,782   2,207,750   147,085   6,225,056  -4,450,000  £1,775,056  

 

 

  



8.1 Level of detail of cost information 

 

Efficiencies and Assumptions: 

1. GS4 hardware has been costed at the lowest price units, since all units will be 

installed on LP network, so will be 100mb-100mb units.  

2. Storage and Distribution cost is expected to be handled within the current network 

management capabilities and as such is not expected to incur any additional cost. 

This will rely upon smaller deliveries of equipment occurring at regular intervals 

throughout the project rather than one large delivery. Deliveries will be to each 

depot and stored locally.  

3. The requirement for removal of foliage to ensure clear access to extremity cabinets. 

Routine maintenance is already in place for overgrowth, site encroachment of 

foliage. Where additional removal of encroaching or overgrown trees are impeding 

access, our management team will source internal resources to remove what can 

be completed internally or discuss with Local Authorities or customers. 

 

Notes: 

 

The installation plan on which annual spend is based is high-level for future years. The 

annual breakdown of spend may vary slightly once site-by-site planning is complete. Work 

will continuously be reviewed to utilise the opportunity to deliver the work aligned to 

maintenance plans efficiently (i.e., site works for this project will be planned to coincide 

with scheduled site visits to ensure efficient delivery of this project). 

 

Actual expenditure incurred has been deflated using the relevant years deflation rate. 

Forecast expenditure out to 25/26 has been costed in 23/24 prices (prices quoted or 

experienced in the year of this reopener submission), and therefore deflated using a 23/24 

conversion factor.  

 

The conversion factors used are set out in the table 8.1.1. 

 
Table 8.1.1 – Conversion Factors 

Year Financial Year Average 

(RPI+CPIH) 

Combined RPI+CPIH real 

to nominal prices 

conversion factor 

2018/19 283.31   

2021/22 307.33                                   1.08  

2022/23 335.24                                   1.18  

2023/24 356.54                                   1.26  

 

 

 

  



TEL01 – PSTN GasCore Upgrade 

 

The Ofgem determination for PSTN project work in GD2 was £4,450,000. Our GD2 

Business Plan submitted for GD2 allowances requested of £5.9m for PSTN project work in 

2018/19 prices. The allowance requested in our GD2 business plan was based on an 

estimate made during GD1. The number of LPPs identified has increased by 168 since this 

estimate but the total planned cost for the project is now just £5.8m. When wound back 

for inflation this would have been £5.4m at 2018/19 values. 

 

Table 8.1.2 - TEL01 Summary Spend by Year 

Year 21/22   22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 Total  

Totals - £m 0.0  0.8 2.8  1.7 0.1 5.4 

 

Table 8.1.3 - TEL01 Spend by Year 
 

Year   

Description 21/22 - 
Actual 

22/23 - 
Outturn 

23/24 - 
Planned 

24/25 - 
Planned 

25/26 - 
Planned  

Total 

PSTN - Rugged 
MO Hardware 

£0 £436,820 £1,555,041 £733,742 £0 £2,725,603 

PSTN - Rugged 
MO 
Consumables 

£579 £13,166 £42,115 £23,472 £0 £79,332 

PSTN - Rugged 
MO WWU 

Installation 
Staff  

£0 £33,806 £163,478 £200,245 £42,196 £439,725 

PSTN - GS4 
Hardware 
£1,658 

£0 £125,885 £494,713 £351,174 £0 £971,772 

PSTN - GS4 
Hardware 

£1,833 

£0 £6,365 £29,277 £30,550 £0 £66,192 

PSTN - GS4 
Consumables 

£476 £11,566 £38,032 £22,847 £0 £72,921 

PSTN - GS4 
WWU 
Installation 
Staff 

£0 £54,040 £194,570 £105,490 £24,429 £378,529 

PSTN - Site 
Surveys 

£3,100 £21,700 £49,867 £38,000 £0 £112,667 

PSTN - WWU 
IT Staff 

£860 £21,955 £81,895 £85,244 £41,806 £231,759 

PSTN - 
External IT 

£9,303 £30,189 £6,838 £0 £0 £46,331 

PSTN - WWU 
Operations 
Staff 

£3,375 £21,375 £45,000 £38,250 £13,500 £121,500 

PSTN - 
Solutions 
Architect 

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 

PSTN - Asset 

Integrity 
Resource - 
SR25 
Documentation
/Asset Record 
updates. 

£0 £12,577 £54,501 £58,693 £25,155 £150,926 



PSTN - 
Hardware 
Other (Signal 
Strength 

Testers 

£1,389 £4,912 £2,237 £0 £0 £8,538 

Totals £19,081 £794,357 £2,757,564 £1,687,706 £147,085 £5,405,794 

 

 

Table 8.1.4 - TEL01 Cost Breakdown  

Cost components No. of Units/Sites Cost Per 
Unit/Site 

Total 

    

Technolog RMO H/Ware includes Solar Panels, Poles, 
Brackets, Ubolts, SIMS, Airtime, Support 

891 3627 £2,578,950 

Technolog GS4 H/Ware includes Antenna, SIMS, 
Airtime, Support 

723 1923 £1,109,939 

Technolog GS4 H/Ware includes Antenna, SIMS, 
Airtime, Support 

44 2127 £74,678 

Total Hardware Cost (as per Contract) 1658 
 

£3,763,567 

Technolog Firmware Upgrades - £290 x 6 POC sites  6 336 £1,611 
   

 

WWU Resource Costs 
  

 

RMO Consumables via other approved Providers 
(CEF/RFS) 

891 116 £82,500 

GS4 Consumables via other approved Providers 
(CEF/RFS) 

767 116 £71,019 

   
£0 

WWU Resource Site Surveys  1658 84 £110,533 

RMO Installations - WWU x 2 Resources = 1 day (7.4 
hrs x £36 p/h = £533) 

891 618 £439,725 

GS4 Installations - WWU x 2 Resource = 1 day (7.4 hrs 
x £36 p/h = £533) 

767 618 £378,529 

Senior Network Technician - 116 days x £410 p/day  116 476 £44,037 

Network Technician - 955 days x £405 p/day 955 470 £358,125 

WWU PM - 248 days x £344 p/day 248 399 £78,993 

Asset Resource SR25 Documentation/Asset Records  
  

£77,156 

WWU Resource Costs - Total 
  

£1,640,617 
   

 

Total Cost  
  

 £5,405,794  
    

Unit Cost – i.e., cost per site 
 

 £3,769 

 

  



TEL02 - PSTN Non GasCore Sites 

Using detailed analysis to reduce uncertainty this new project has identified 80 lines that 

will need to be replaced by the end of 2025. Solutions will be designed and implemented 

on a site-by-site basis from project commencement in October 2023 through to planned 

completion in March 2025. The Ofgem determination for PSTN project work in GD2 was 

£4.5m against a request of £5.6m in 2018/19 prices. The PSTN GasCore project planned 

spend remains at £5.6m in 2018/19 prices therefore this project cost is additional to the 

Ofgem Final Determination for GD2. 

Our contracted partners for networks and data, GTT and Nasstar have been engaged to 

upgrade their service provision at rates agreed in contracts to ensure continued 

communications following the withdrawal of PSTN. 

Our contracted partner for network support, CGI, are engaged to provide network support 

to the project using the rate card in the agreed contract. 

 

Table 8.1.5 - TEL02 Planned Spend by year 

£000’s 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 Total 

Capex 0 0 85 169 0 254 

Opex 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals 0 0 85 169 0 254 

 

 

Table 8.1.6 - TEL02 Planned Cost Breakdown 

Cost components Units Cost 

Nasstar 7 sites £11,111 

GTT 73 sites £176,984 

WWU Staff 
PM 166 days @£500 per day 

BA 19.5 days @ £500 per day 

£53,968 

£7,738 

CGI Support 10 days @ £500 per day £3,968 

Total Cost  £253,770 

   

Unit Cost – i.e., cost per 

site 
 

£3,172 

 

   



TEL03 - CSD Upgrade for <7Bar Pressure monitoring and control equipment 

The key deliverable from the project is an operable Gas Pressure Management system 

using mobile digital communication instead of CSD GSM. This includes all 431 GasCore 

sites. 

Installation work on GasCore sites will be carried out using our internal Network 

Management Services (NEMS) delivery model. As a comparison, Technolog provided a 

budget price to perform site surveys and installations, the costs of which were around 

£1,000 per site higher. If Technolog were to do the work there would be an additional cost 

on top of their costs for our personnel to provide entry to sites and accompany the 

Technolog resource whilst they are on site. Managing this project using internal resources 

will also remove the need for a transition to our staff to support the new solution. 

There will be no change to current processes, the solution will carry out the same function 

using digital communication rather than the CSD GSM network, therefore no application is 

made for increased costs to implement or remedy processes or ongoing cost impacts. 

The installation plan on which annual spend is based is a high-level plan. The actual 

numbers of DG/LPP sites upgraded each year may vary slightly once site-by-site planning 

is complete. 

This project is needed because in May 2023 Technolog announced their intention to 

upgrade their modem infrastructure. The announcement in May 2023 that the 

infrastructure would change within the GD2 timeline was unforeseen at the time of GD2 

Business Plan submission therefore this project cost is additional to the Ofgem Final 

Determination for GD2. 

 

Table 8.1.7 - TEL03 Planned Spend by year 

£000's  21/22  22/23  23/24  24/25  25/26  Total 

Capex  0 0 214 351 0  565 

Opex  0 0 0 0 0  

Total  0 0 214 351 0 565 

 

Table 8.1.8 - TEL03 Planned Cost Breakdown totals per year 

Area 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 Total 

South 

West 

North 

0 £0 £118,888 £197,593 £0 £316,481 

South 

West 

South 

0 £0 £12,221  19,263.10  £0 £31,484 

South 

Wales 

0 £0 £41,587  65,107.14  £0 £106,694 

North 

Wales 

0 £0 £42,000  68,834.52  £0 £110,834 

Grand 

Total 

0 £0 £214,695 £350,798 £0 £565,493 

 

 

  



Table 8.1.9 - TEL03 Planned Cost Breakdown 

Cost 
components 

 
Sites Cost 

Third-Party 
Costs 

   

Technolog 
costs 

Cello EM - IP (NB-IoT) Hardware  301 £137,600  

 
GS4 Cello Hardware  124  £235,698  

 
4DR Hardware  6  £4,414  

 
GS4 and 4DR installations - Consumables  130  £10,317  

Total Third-
party costs 

  
 £388,030  

    

WWU costs    
 

GS4 and 4DR installations - WWU Resource (£36 pph x 
3.7hrs)  

130 £13,743 

 
Cello EM - IP installations - WWU Resource (£36 pph / 1 

hour)  

301 £8,600 

 
GS4 and 4DR re-installation Survey - WWU Resource (£36 
pph x 2hrs)  

130 £7,429 

 
FLM (Best Practice) - (day rate £410)  136 £44,254 

 
IT PM Costs (day rate £500) 240 £95,238 

 
IT Business Analyst (day rate £500) 18 £7,143 

 
Asset Support Assistant (day rate £266) - (Ceasing of 

existing sites) 

5 £1,056 

WWU Costs 
  

£177,462 
    

Total Cost 
  

£565,492  
    

Cost per site Average 
 

 £1,312  
 

Average by technology 
  

 
Per Cello EM site 

 
 £828  

 
Per GS4 site 

 
 £2,486  

 
Per 4DR site 

 
 £1,321  

 

 

 

 

  



9. Project Breakdown and Delivery Management 

 

Delivery Management  

Our project delivery follows the PRINCE2 methodology, with key project products issued 

for sign-off at each agreed stage gate. These project products include key project 

information, such as agreed Project Sponsors, and project metrics, such as milestone 

dates. The project products for each of the three projects outlined in this re-opener 

document are available on request, including Project Brief, Business Case, Project Plan, 

and Risk, Issues, Assumptions and Dependencies (RAID). 

 

Table 9.1 - Project Monitoring - Proposed PCDs: 

Project Area Output Delivery dates Adjusted Allowance 

   21/22 

(£m) 

22/23 

(£m) 

 

 23/24 

(£m) 

 

24/25 

(£m) 

 

25/26 

(£m) 

Total 

(£m) 

TEL01 

PSTN GasCore 

Upgrade 

Output 

1. Complete 

Proof Of 

Concept. 

2. Upgrade 40% 

of GasCore 

sites in scope. 

3. Upgrade 

100% of 

GasCore sites 

in scope. 

 

 

1. 31/03/23 

 

2. 31/03/24 

 

3. 31/03/25 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

0.7 

 

0.2 

 

0.9 

Benefit 

Continued data 

network connectivity 

supporting WWU in 

maintaining our 

pressure control 

systems, which directly 

contributes to: 

1. The aims of 

our 

Environmental 

Action Plan 

(EAP) to 

reduce 

shrinkage by 

10% by 2026: 

Section D 

Chapter 14 of 

our GD2. 

2. Our ongoing 

aims to 

manage and 

maintain 

network 

pressures 

within target 

ranges to 

 

1. 31/03/25 

2. 31/03/25 

 



deliver 

environmental 

and safety 

benefits: 

Section E 

Chapter 16 of 

our GD2 

business plan 

TEL02 

PSTN Non-GasCore 

Sites 

Output 

1. Implement 

30% of 

required 

solutions. 

2. Implement 

100% of 

required 

solutions 

 

 

1. 31/03/24 

 

2. 31/03/25 

 

 

  

 

  

0.1 

 

0.2 

  

0.3 

Benefit 

Continued data 

network connectivity 

supporting WWU in 

maintaining our 

pressure control 

systems, which directly 

contributes to: 

1. The aims of 

our 

Environmental 

Action Plan 

(EAP) to 

reduce 

shrinkage by 

10% by 2026: 

Section D 

Chapter 14 of 

our GD2. 

2. Our ongoing 

aims to 

manage and 

maintain 

network 

pressures 

within target 

ranges to 

deliver 

environmental 

and safety 

benefits: 

Section E 

Chapter 16 of 

our GD2 

business plan 

 

 

1. 31/03/25 

 

2. 31/03/25 

 

TEL03 

Modem Infra 

Upgrades 

Output 

1. Implement 

16% of 

required 

solutions. 

2. Implement 

100% of 

required 

solutions 

 

1. 31/03/24 

 

2. 31/03/25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

0.2 

 

 

 

0.4 

  

0.6 

 

 



Benefit 

Continued data 

network connectivity 

supporting WWU in 

maintaining our 

pressure control 

systems, which directly 

contributes to: 

1. The aims of 

our 

Environmental 

Action Plan 

(EAP) to 

reduce 

shrinkage by 

10% by 2026: 

Section D 

Chapter 14 of 

our GD2. 

2. Our ongoing 

aims to 

manage and 

maintain 

network 

pressures 

within target 

ranges to 

deliver 

environmental 

and safety 

benefits: 

Section E 

Chapter 16 of 

our GD2 

business plan.   

 

1. 31/03/25 

 

2. 31/03/25 

 

 


